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REVIEW

Memory consolidation during sleep: Interactive effects of sleep stages
and HPA regulation

ULLRICH WAGNER & JAN BORN

Department of Neuroendocrinology, University of Lübeck, Haus 23a, Ratzeburger Allee 160, 23538 Lübeck, Germany

(Received 10 February 2007; revised 12 April 2007; accepted 19 April 2007)

Abstract
Sleep is critically involved in the consolidation of previously acquired memory traces. However, nocturnal sleep is not uniform
but is subject to distinct changes in electrophysiological and neuroendocrine activity. Specifically, the first half of the night is
dominated by slow wave sleep (SWS), whereas rapid eye movement (REM) sleep prevails in the second half. Concomitantly,
hypothalamo-pituitary–adrenal (HPA) activity as indicated by cortisol release is suppressed to a minimum during early sleep,
while drastically increasing during late sleep. We have shown that the different sleep stages and the concomitant glucocorticoid
release are interactively involved in the consolidation of different types of memories. SWS-rich early sleep has been
demonstrated to benefit mainly the consolidation of hippocampus-dependent declarative memories (i.e. facts and episodes).
In contrast, REM sleep-rich late sleep was shown to improve in particular emotional memories involving amygdalar function,
as well as procedural memories (for skills) not depending on hippocampal or amygdalar function. Enhancing plasma
glucocorticoid concentrations during SWS-rich early sleep counteracted hippocampus-dependent declarative memory
consolidation, but did not affect hippocampus-independent procedural memory. Preventing the increase in cortisol during
late REM sleep-rich sleep by administration of metyrapone impaired hippocampus-dependent declarative memory but
enhanced amygdala-dependent emotional aspects of memory. The data underscore the importance of pituitary–adrenal
inhibition during early SWS-rich sleep for efficient consolidation of declarative memory. The increase in cortisol release
during late REM sleep-rich sleep may counteract an overshooting consolidation of emotional memories.
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Introduction

Although we sleep about one-third of our life, the

functions of sleep are still obscure. Here, we follow the

hypothesis that a primary function of sleep pertains to

memory formation, specifically the consolidation of

memories (McGaugh 2000). The term consolidation,

first introduced by German psychologists Müller and

Pilzecker (1900), refers to the strengthening of newly

encoded memory traces, which is necessary because

these new memory traces are thought to be initially

labile and to decay easily. In this way, consolidation

counteracts forgetting, which would occur without

such a strengthening process due to the decay of the

fresh trace or due to retroactive interference from

subsequently encoded material (Wixted 2004). Once

stored and sufficiently consolidated, the information is

flexibly available for retrieval in appropriate situations.

Typically, a test of retrieval is used to probe existence

of a memory since the memory trace cannot be

directly measured. Encoding and retrieval of informa-

tion are processes which occur mainly during

wakefulness when the organism has to cope acutely

with a great diversity of stressors. In contrast, the

consolidation of newly acquired memories takes place

preferentially during sleep, when the challenge by

acute stressors is minimal. We suppose that processes

of consolidation are shifted to the sleep phase, because

relying on the same cellular networks as those used for

the acute processing of stressors, these processes of

consolidation would interfere with proper encoding
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and retrieval operations during wakefulness.

Of course, this does not mean that memory

consolidation during wakefulness cannot take place

at all, but only that it is less effective than during sleep.

Beneficial effects of sleep on memory

consolidation

In recent years, the view that sleep serves memory

consolidation has received substantial support from a

rapidly growing number of studies performed in

various species and at different levels of analysis,

comprising behavioral, cellular and molecular exper-

iments (Born et al. 2006; Frank and Benington 2006;

Joiner et al. 2006; Tononi and Cirelli 2006; Hennevin

et al. 2007). An enhancing effect of sleep on memory

consolidation has been demonstrated for major

types of neuropsychologically distinct memories,

i.e. declarative, procedural and emotional memories.

Declarative memory refers to the explicit memories for

facts and events, and experimentally is often tested

using paired associate learning tasks (e.g. the learning

of word pairs). Encoding and, initially, also retrieval of

these memories relies essentially on the hippocampus

(Squire 1992). However, over time retrieval becomes

independent of the hippocampus, presumably due to a

gradual transfer of these memories to other mainly

neocortical networks (Sutherland and McNaughton

2000). Procedural memory refers to the memory for

sensory and motor skills that are acquired gradually by

repeated practice. It does not require hippocampal or

amygdalar function but, amongst others, relies

primarily on striato-cortical circuitry (Doyon and

Benali 2005). In studies on sleep-dependent memory

formation, procedural memory has been often

assessed by the finger sequence tapping task which

requires the subject to tap as fast and as accurately as

possible a certain sequence of finger taps on a key

board (Walker et al. 2002, 2003). Emotional memory

is known to essentially rely on neural circuitries in

which the amygdala is critically involved (Cahill et al.

1995; LeDoux 2000; Hamann 2001; McGaugh

2004). It is often assessed by the “emotional

enhancement”, i.e. the extent to which the memory

for an emotional stimulus (e.g. words with aversive

meaning) is superior to the memory for a comparable

but neutral stimulus (e.g. neutral non-arousing

words). The emotional enhancement reflects primar-

ily a modulating influence of the amygdala on

hippocampal memory function (Akirav and Richter-

Levin 2002; Dolcos et al. 2004; Phelps 2004).

A frequently used design in studies on sleep-

associated memory consolidation compares recall

after a retention period filled with nocturnal

sleep (with learning in the evening before, and recall

in the morning after) with recall after a retention

period filled with daytime wakefulness (with learning

in the morning and recall in the evening of the day).

However, this approach confounds circadian phase

with effects of sleep. To keep circadian phase constant,

other studies compared retention periods across

nocturnal periods of sleep vs. wakefulness. With this

approach, impaired recall after the nocturnal vigil may

reflect fatigue hampering processes of retrieval rather

than inferior consolidation during the wake phase.

The deprivation of sleep is known to induce a

multitude of cognitive impairments that cannot be

taken to infer, in reverse, the function of normal

sleep (Ellenbogen 2005). To avoid confounds of

sleep deprivation, designs were used in more recent

studies where subjects either slept or remained awake

the first night after learning and recall was tested not

until after a second night which enabled recovery

sleep before retrieval testing. Also, retention was

compared for shorter periods of sleep and wakefulness

to keep deprivation effects in the waking condition

minimal.

Controlling in this way for confounds of the

circadian phase and sleep deprivation induced fatigue,

recent studies confirmed earlier findings that

sleep after learning, in comparison with wakefulness,

enhances retention of declarative memory for various

materials (e.g. word pairs, spatial locations) (Droso-

poulos et al. 2005; Fischer et al. 2006; Gais et al.

2006) and of procedural memories for visual

discrimination and motor skills (Fischer et al. 2002).

Interestingly, for procedural memory tasks a robust

gain in performance is observed at a later retrieval

testing the size of which has been shown to depend

critically on the presence of sleep after initial training.

This gain in performance suggests a latent off-line

processing of memory representations during

sleep that does not only stabilize but in fact enhances

skill in the absence of any further practice. Regarding

emotional memories, several studies have shown that

when neutral and emotional memories have been

encoded, sleep preferentially consolidates the

emotional contents (Hu et al. 2006; Wagner et al.

2006) and also modulates emotional reactivity

towards negatively valenced stimuli (Wagner et al.

2002). Such effects of sleep specifically on the

consolidation of emotional memories can be extre-

mely long-lasting. In a recent study we found that

subjects were able to remember emotional texts even 4

years after learning when they had slept for only 3 h

after learning, while the same texts were forgotten

when the 3 h following learning had been spent awake

(Wagner et al. 2006). Content of the neutral texts was

generally forgotten after this long time interval

regardless of whether sleep or wakefulness had

followed learning.

A sleep-specific improvement in performance has

not only been shown for procedural skills but also for

other tasks, where sleep supported the gain of explicit

(i.e. conscious) knowledge about rules and invariant

feature of stimulus materials that had been acquired
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implicitly (i.e. unconsciously) before sleep (Wagner

et al. 2004; Drosopoulos et al. 2005; Fischer et al.

2006). These findings of performance gains at

retrieval testing indicate that sleep does not just

passively strengthen memories but that memory

consolidation during sleep is an active process that

re-shapes the newly encoded memory representation

and can thereby induce, depending on the type of task,

a gain of procedural skill or explicit knowledge.

A sleep-specific reorganization of newly encoded

memory representations has been confirmed by

studies using functional magnetic brain imaging

(fMRI). If sleep, compared with wakefulness, followed

initial acquisition, later retrieval of declarative

memories (of a virtual maze) involved less hippo-

campal activity but increased striatal activity (Orban

et al. 2006), later retrieval of emotional memories

involved less amygdalar but increased prefrontal and

hippocampal activity (Sterpenich et al. 2006), and

later retrieval of procedural memories (for finger

tapping skill) involved less activity in cortical motor

areas but increased activity in regions of the basal

ganglia (Fischer et al. 2005).

Together, all these results demonstrate a crucial role

for sleep in the consolidation of various types of

memories. However, sleep is not a uniform neuro-

biological state. On the contrary, sleep is characterized

by distinct physiological changes in the patterns of

both electrophysiological and neuendocrine activity

across the night. These changes and their pertinence

to memory functions of sleep are explained in the

following sections.

Differential influences of slow wave sleep (SWS)

and REM sleep

Electrophysiologically, sleep is characterized by the

cyclic occurrence of different sleep stages (Rechtschaf-

fen and Kales 1968), with the primary distinction

referring to rapid eye movement (REM) sleep on the

one hand and non-rapid eye movement (NonREM)

sleep, which is further subdivided into sleep stages

1–4, on the other hand (Figure 1A). The deepest

stages of NonREM sleep (stages 3 and 4) are termed

SWS because of the EEG showing predominant

slowly oscillating potential activity (,4 Hz). The

length of a NonREM–REM sleep cycle is about

90 min. Sleep is entrained to the circadian rhythm and

external zeitgebers such that in humans sleep normally

occurs during night-time. Due to the coupling to a

circadian oscillator, nocturnal sleep in humans can be

roughly divided into an early and a late part distinctly

differing in sleep architecture. During early sleep SWS

is predominant whereas the other core sleep stage, i.e.

REM sleep occurs only in marginal amounts. During

late sleep this relationship is reversed; REM

sleep predominates whereas the amount of SWS is

greatly reduced.

Traditionally, REM sleep has been considered more

important for memory consolidation because this

sleep stage is linked to dreams and obvious cognitive

processing (Aserinsky and Kleitman 1953; Maurizi

1987; Eiser 2005). However, investigations using

selective REM sleep deprivation overall were not

conclusive (for summaries, Gais and Born 2004; Born

et al. 2006), partly because the repeated arousal from

REM sleep imposes a strong stress to subjects, which

contaminates later recall performance (Horne and

McGrath 1984; Cipolli 1995; Born and Gais 2000).

To avoid the adverse effects of REM sleep deprivation

procedures, Ekstrand’s group developed an effective

approach that compares effects of 3–4-h retention

intervals filled with early SWS-rich sleep with those of

3–4-h retention intervals filled with late sleep where

REM sleep is predominant (Yaroush et al. 1971;

Barrett and Ekstrand 1972; Fowler et al. 1973;

Ekstrand et al. 1977). Effects of early and late

sleep are additionally contrasted with those of waking

retention intervals during corresponding night-times.

This approach revealed that retention of hippo-

campus-dependent declarative memory benefits par-

ticularly, but not exclusively, from SWS-dominated

early nocturnal sleep, whereas memories not relying

on the hippocampus, i.e. procedural memories as

well as amygdala-dependent emotional memories

Figure 1. (A) Sleep profile (hypnogram) for a typical night of sleep,

showing the nocturnal sequence of electrophysiologically defined

sleep stages (REM sleep and Non-REM sleep stages S1–S4). The

deepest sleep stages S3 and S4 indicate SWS, characterized by

slowly oscillating activity (,4 Hz) in the EEG. SWS and REM

sleep are not equally distributed across the night. While sleep in the

first half of the night (left from vertical line) is dominated by SWS,

sleep in the second half of the night (right from vertical line) contains

high amounts of REM sleep. W, wake; M, movement activity. (B)

Due to circadian and sleep-dependent regulation (see text), cortisol

release is strongly suppressed during early sleep, but increases

distinctly during late sleep, reaching a maximum in the early

morning hours. Accordingly, SWS-dominated early is accompanied

by minimal levels of circulating cortisol, while basal cortisol levels

are high during REM sleep-dominated late sleep. These changing

patterns of electrophysiological and endocrine activity across

nocturnal sleep interactively affect memory consolidation.
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mainly benefit from REM-dominated sleep in the late

night (Plihal and Born 1997, 1999a; Wagner et al.

2001). The time spent in lighter NonREM

sleep stages 1 and 2, as well as time awake was closely

comparable between the early and late periods of

retention sleep in these experiments, which excludes a

primary role of these stages for the differential effects

of early vs. late sleep on memory consolidation

(although the possibility of specific influences

cooperatively with SWS and REM sleep, respectively,

cannot be ruled out).

A central assumption is that consolidation during

sleep relies on a covert reactivation during sleep of the

neuronal networks that were used for encoding the new

memories during prior wakefulness (Buzsáki 1998;

Sutherland and McNaughton 2000; Born et al. 2006).

Consistent with this hypothesis hippocampal neuron

assemblies implicated in encoding of spatial infor-

mation during maze learning become reactivated in the

same temporal order during succeeding SWS in rats

(Wilson and McNaughton 1994; Ribeiro et al. 2004; Ji

and Wilson 2007). Neuroimaging studies in healthy

humans revealed signs of reactivation during sleep after

learning, which for declarative tasks (virtual maze

learning) occurred in hippocampal regions during

SWS whereas for procedural tasks they were found in

the cuneus and striatal regions during REM

sleep (Maquet et al. 2000; Peigneux et al. 2003,

2004). Brain stimulation in humans that enhanced the

slow oscillations characterizing SWS was found to

selectively enhance the retention of declarative mem-

ories (Marshall et al. 2004, 2006), corroborating the

concept that SWS particularly supports consolidation

of hippocampus-dependent memories whereas mem-

ories not involving hippocampal function more

strongly benefit from REM sleep. Note, however, that

the typical experimental tasks do not provide pure

measures of declarative, procedural or emotional

memory (Peigneux et al. 2001). Accordingly, the

overall memory benefit is normally determined by both

SWS and REM sleep as well as their cyclic occurrence

during the night (Giuditta et al. 1995; Stickgold et al.

1999; Ficca et al. 2000).

Regulation of the hypothalamo-pituitary axis

(HPA) during sleep

The electrophysiological dynamics in sleep architec-

ture are paralleled by distinct temporal changes in

endocrine activity across the night embracing almost all

hormonal systems (Steiger 2003). Regarding stress

hormone regulation, hypothalamo-pituitary–adrenal

axis (HPA) activity is distinctly suppressed in the first

half of the night, but disinhibited in the second half of

the night (Born and Fehm 1998). Consequently, early

SWS-dominated sleep is associated with very low levels

of circulating cortisol, while late REM-dominated

sleep is associated with a high cortisol level, which

reaches its circadian maximum around the time of

morning awakening (Figure 1B). This circadian

pattern changes only marginally during conditions of

continuous 24-h wakefulness. However, sleep actively

and synergistically adds to both the inhibition of ACTH

(corticotropin) and cortisol release during early

sleep and also to the activation of the HPA system

during late sleep. The former effect can be unmasked

by stimulating pituitary–adrenal activity during

sleep through secretagogues like corticotropin-releas-

ing hormone (CRH) and vasopressin (Späth-Schwalbe

et al. 1993; Bierwolf et al. 1997). The secretory

response to the releasing hormones when injected

during SWS in early sleep is distinctly reduced in

comparison with the response to these substances

injected at the same dose and the same time of night

while the subject is awake. This inhibitory action of

SWS during early sleep on the release of ACTH and

cortisol is likely mediated via the release of a release-

inhibiting factor during this period. The molecular

structure of this factor is presently unknown.

There is evidence from another study (Späth-

Schwalbe et al. 1991) that late sleep, by disinhibiting

the HPA system, likewise contributes to the morning

increase in cortisol concentration. In this study,

subjects were aroused after a 3-h period of early

nocturnal sleep and then stayed awake. Arousing the

subject induces a transient increase in ACTH and

cortisol concentrations (Born et al. 1999; Wilhelm et al.

2007). However, during the succeeding waking period,

concentrations of ACTH and cortisol were signifi-

cantly lower than during the corresponding time

interval of the control condition during which subjects

continued sleeping. Because the pituitary–adrenal

secretory response to intravenous CRH was not

affected by late sleep (Späth-Schwalbe et al. 1993),

the disinhibition during this sleep interval is likely

mediated via mechanisms acting at the hypothalamic or

a superordinate level of HPA regulation.

Although less clear, there is evidence that

plasma catecholamine concentrations are also

regulated to some extent by sleep processes. Sleep,

and particularly REM sleep, reduces blood concen-

trations of norepinephrine and epinephrine (Dodt et al.

1997; Lechin et al. 2004; Wagner et al. 2005). In

general, however, the clear-cut dissociation of circadian

and sleep-related mechanisms in the regulation of the

sympatho-adrenal and the HPA systems is methodo-

logically difficult because of possible confounding

variables like motor activity, body position, light

exposure and food intake that interact with circadian

and sleep-related mechanisms of hormonal regulation.

The modulating role of glucocorticoids in sleep-

associated memory consolidation

To what extent does the nocturnal change in HPA

activity, specifically the changing cortisol release,
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contribute to the differential pattern of memory

consolidation during early and late sleep? This

question is tempting particularly with respect to the

consolidation of declarative and emotional memories,

as these memory systems strongly rely on hippocampal

and amygdalar function, i.e. two regions well-known to

express corticosteroid receptors at high density (Joels

and De Kloet 1994; De Kloet et al. 1998; Johnson et al.

2005). These receptors are essentially implicated in the

well-documented effects of glucocorticoids on mem-

ory function during wakefulness (for overviews, see

Lupien and McEwen (1997), McGaugh and Roozen-

daal (2002), Sauro et al. (2003) and Het et al. (2005))

and, hence, are most likely involved also in mediating

respective effects on consolidation of memory during

sleep. In an ongoing series of experiments in humans

we have been aiming to characterize the role of

glucocorticoidregulation specifically for sleep-associ-

ated memory consolidation.

Plihal and Born (1999b) investigated effects of

elevated cortisol plasma concentrations on retention

of memories during early SWS-rich sleep (Figure 2).

Prior to retention sleep (i.e. 22.15–23.00 h), subjects

learned to a criterion on a declarative word pair

associate learning task and a procedural mirror tracing

task. After learning, in one of the experimental nights

cortisol was intravenously infused, and in a control

night vehicle was infused. Infusions started at 23.00 h

when lights were turned off to enable the 3-h period of

retention sleep, which was followed by retrieval testing

15 min later. The dose of cortisol was low, starting at a

rate of 16 mg/h during the first 15 min and of 4 mg/h

during the remaining time, which induced cortisol

concentrations in plasma of about 16mg/dl during

retention sleep, i.e. a level comparable with that

observed naturally during the early morning hours or

during mild stress (Figure 2). Infusions were

discontinued 30 min before awakening so that plasma

cortisol concentrations differed between placebo and

cortisol conditions only during retention sleep, but

were again nearly identical during retrieval testing

after sleep.

The main outcome of this study was that cortisol

distinctly impaired consolidation of declarative mem-

ories for the word pairs. Learning performance before

sleep was closely comparable between placebo and

cortisol conditions. However, striking differences

developed at retrieval testing after sleep. Whereas after

infusion of placebo the subjects’ recall performance of

word pairs was improved on average by þ2.4 ^ 2.2%

Figure 2. (A) Top: Experimental design for studying the influence of cortisol on memory consolidation during early nocturnal sleep,

illustrated by an individual sleep profile. Before sleep, subjects learned memory tasks to a criterion. Lights were turned off at 23.00 h to enable

a 3-h period of SWS-rich early sleep. Recall was tested 15–30 min after awakening. Infusion of cortisol (vs. placebo) started at 23.00 h and was

discontinued after 2.5 h. Bottom: Mean(^SEM) plasma cortisol concentrations during the Placebo (dotted line) and Cortisol conditions

(solid line). Note that in the cortisol condition plasma concentrations of the hormone were enhanced only during the period of retention sleep,

but did not differ from placebo at recall testing. (B) Cortisol infusion during consolidation sleep, compared with placebo, impaired retention of

hippocampus-dependent declarative memories for word pairs across sleep (top), but did not affect speed in procedural mirror tracing skills not

relying on the hippocampus (bottom). n ¼ 14. *p , 0.05, **p , 0.01. Data from Plihal and Born (1999b).
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(with reference to performance on the criterion trial at

learning before sleep), following infusion of cortisol

the subjects had even forgotten a significant number of

word pairs learned before sleep, with this impairment

averaging 26.1 ^ 1.8% ( p , 0.01). Mirror tracing

skills, i.e. speed and error rate during tracing figures as

trained before sleep, improved across sleep in both

conditions, but was not influenced by cortisol,

indicating that the hormone selectively impaired

hippocampus-dependent declarative memory func-

tion, while leaving procedural memory unaffected.

Whereas higher doses of cortisol can change the

distribution of sleep stages towards increased SWS

and reduced REM sleep (Born et al. 1987, 1989;

Friess et al. 1994), the relatively low dose given here

did not significantly change time spent in the different

sleep stages in comparison with placebo. Thus, the

influence of cortisol administration on declarative

memory cannot be reduced to effects of changes in

gross sleep architecture, which further strengthens the

interpretation of a direct memory-impairing influence

of cortisol on hippocampal receptors.

Glucocorticoids have been found to exert an

impairing effect specifically on retrieval (de Quervain

et al. 1998, 2000). However, this effect cannot

satisfactorily explain the impaired recall of word

pairs after cortisol infusion during sleep, because

cortisol infusion in the study by Plihal and Born

(1999b) stopped almost 1 h before retrieval testing

and plasma cortisol concentrations measured at

retrieval, like those at learning before sleep,

were nearly identical for the placebo and cortisol

conditions. A delayed action of cortisol on retrieval

operations is also unlikely in light of the rapid

temporal dynamics of the effects on retrieval in

previous studies, suggesting a non-genomic mediation

of the effect (De Kloet and Reul 1987).

Mineralocorticoid receptors vs. glucocorticoid

receptors

Cortisol acts on the brain via two different

receptors, i.e. high affinity mineralocorticoid recep-

tors (MR) and low affinity glucocorticoid receptors

(GR) (De Kloet et al. 1998, 2005). Due to the

distinctly higher affinity, 70–90% of MRs are

continuously occupied even at nadir cortisol concen-

trations during early nocturnal sleep. Whereas GR are

widely expressed throughout the brain, expression of

MR is particularly high in limbic regions including the

hippocampus and amygdala. Available findings indi-

cate that the impairing effect of cortisol on declarative

memory consolidation is mediated via an activation

of GR.

Plihal et al. (1999) examined the effects of the

synthetic glucocorticoid dexamethasone (DEX; 2 mg)

on memory consolidation during sleep. DEX prefer-

entially binds GR. Because of its slow pharmaco-

dynamics, DEX was administered orally 7 h before

periods of retention sleep that covered 3-h intervals of

SWS-rich early or REM sleep-rich late nocturnal

sleep. As in the study described above on effects of

cortisol in the early night (Plihal and Born 1999b),

memory was tested using a word pair associate

learning task and a mirror tracing task. Like cortisol,

DEX did not affect the time in SWS during early

retention sleep, but distinctly impaired retention of

word pairs. During late retention sleep, DEX reduced

the amount of REM sleep but did not affect

consolidation of word pair memories. Further, DEX

did not affect memory for mirror tracing skill during

early or late retention sleep, although late REM sleep-

rich sleep was, as expected, associated with a superior

gain of mirror tracing skill. Since DEX did not change

learning of word pairs before retention sleep, a

confounding influence on encoding of memories is

unlikely. Also, a primary impairing effect of DEX on

retrieval processes could be ruled out in this study,

because in this case the impairing effect of DEX on

declarative word recall would be expected to occur

independently of the timing of retention

sleep. However, DEX impaired recall of word pairs

selectively after early but not late retention sleep. In

combination, these data support the notion that

enhanced glucocorticoid activity during early

sleep impairs consolidation of newly acquired hippo-

campus-dependent memories through predominant

activation of GR.

MR may also contribute to declarative memory

consolidation during sleep, as suggested by a recent

study investigating effects of metyrapone, which

blocks cortisol synthesis (Wagner et al. 2005).

Metyrapone was given in the evening after subjects

had learned texts that were either neutral or

emotionally aversive. Compared with the effects of

placebo, metyrapone distinctly reduced cortisol levels

already during early SWS-rich sleep to values less than

half of those during the placebo condition (Figure 3).

Due to the slow pharmacodynamics of metyrapone

the cortisol suppression persisted throughout the

night and did not cease until the next morning.

Retrieval testing took place at 11.00 a.m., when

cortisol levels did not differ any more between

metyrapone and placebo conditions. Notably, in

conjunction with distinctly reduced SWS during

early sleep, metyrapone impaired retention of the

neutral texts, representing pure hippocampus-depen-

dent memory without amygdalar modulation. REM

sleep during the late night remained unchanged, but

amygdala-dependent aspects of emotional memory

formation were enhanced (see below).

The combined suppression of SWS and consolida-

tion of neutral texts likely reflects insufficient MR

activation following metyrapone (Neylan et al. 2003).

As mentioned, during early nocturnal sleep cortisol

concentrations reach a minimum which is associated
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with preferential binding of high-affinity MRs

(70–90%) whereas occupation of low-affinity GRs is

marginal. Hence, a further .50% reduction of

cortisol concentrations during this time, as observed

after metyrapone, primarily reduces MR rather than

GR occupation. An involvement of GRs is unlikely

also because reduced GR activation would be

expected to improve rather than impair memory

consolidation (as discussed above). Metyrapone has

been also demonstrated to diminish declarative

memory function during wakefulness (Lupien et al.

2002a,b; Maheu et al. 2004). However, in those

studies metyrapone was administered in such a way

that it was active both at the time of learning and in the

hours following learning, which makes it difficult to

disentangle treatment effects on memory acquisition

and on memory consolidation. A direct comparison of

the specific effects of metyrapone on memory

consolidation occurring during sleep vs. wakefulness

remains to be performed. Also, the hypothesis of

primary MR involvement in the sleep-associated

metyrapone effects on declarative memory needs to

be substantiated in future studies.

The role of the cortisol rise during late sleep

Aside from nadir cortisol concentrations during

early sleep, the role of the rise in cortisol during

late sleep for memory consolidation has been investi-

gated. As mentioned previously, late sleep, dominated

by REM sleep, supports consolidation particularly of

emotional and procedural memories. Increasing acti-

vation of GR during a period of late REM sleep-rich

sleep by administration of DEX did not affect

consolidation of procedural mirror tracing skill,

although DEX reduced substantially the time

in REM sleep (Plihal et al. 1999). This negative

outcome is in line with previous findings

Figure 3. (A) Mean(^SEM) plasma cortisol concentrations following oral administration of the cortisol synthesis inhibitor metyrapone (3 g,

solid line) and placebo (dotted line) before an 8-h period of nocturnal retention sleep (shaded area). Memory tasks (neutral and emotional

texts, mirror tracing) were learned before sleep. Retrieval was tested at 11.00 h the next day. (B) Metyrapone impaired retention (percent with

reference to performance at learning before sleep) of hippocampus-dependent declarative memories for neutral texts across sleep (left), but

augmented amygdala-dependent emotional enhancement in declarative memory, i.e. the superiority of emotional as compared to neutral text

recall (middle). Consolidation of procedural memories for mirror tracing was unaffected by the treatment (right). n ¼ 14. *p , 0.05,

**p , 0.01, ***p , 0.001. Data from Wagner et al. (2005).
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(Kirschbaum et al. 1996) suggesting that procedural

memory function relying on cortico-striatal circuitry is

generally much less sensitive toeffects of corticosteroids.

However, there is evidence that the increase in

cortisol concentration during late sleep affects proces-

sing of emotional memories depending on amygdalar

function (Wagner et al. 2005; Figure 3). In this study,

mentioned above, administration of metyrapone

diminished the naturally enhanced cortisol concen-

trations during late sleep to levels comparable

with those normally observed during early

sleep. Interestingly, retention of emotional texts was

completely unaffected by the detrimental effect of

metyrapone on retention of the neutral texts. As an

indirect measure aiming to extract the “pure”

amygdala contribution in the case of emotional text

recall, we determined additionally the so-called

“emotional enhancement”, i.e. the relative superiority

of emotional over neutral memory recall. This

emotional enhancement, which has been shown in

numerous previous studies to be mediated by the

amygdala (Cahill and McGaugh 1998; Hamann et al.

1999), turned out to even be augmented across

sleep after metyrapone compared to placebo. Appar-

ently, the normally occurring late night rise in cortisol

does not facilitate but rather dampens amygdala-

dependent emotional processing during REM sleep. In

this way, cortisol release during late sleep could prevent

over-consolidation of emotional memories. This effect

is mediated via GR, as the late night increase in cortisol

activates preferentially this type of corticosteroid

receptor. Moreover, the effect of cortisol suppression

is presumably directly related to limbic processing of

emotional representations with only an indirect

influence on brain stem centers generating REM

sleep, since REM sleep per se remained unchanged by

metyrapone. In addition to effects mediated by

corticosteroid receptors, secondary influences of

metyrapone could contribute to the effect on emotional

enhancement in memory. Here, of particular relevance

is the feedback-induced elevation of CRH which is

likewise known to modulate emotional processing in

the amygdala (Heilig et al. 1994; Roozendaal et al.

2002). In contrast to hippocampus- and amygdala-

dependent memory, procedural mirror tracing skills

not relying on hippocampal or amygdalar function

were not affected by the suppression of cortisol

synthesis after metyrapone treatment, which is

consistent with findings indicating a general insensi-

tivity of procedural memory to glucocorticoids (Plihal

and Born 1999b; Plihal et al. 1999).

The finding of a facilitating role of low cortisol

levels for amygdala-dependent emotional memory

consolidation appears to be at variance with findings

in humans and animals indicating a supportive

effect of glucocorticoids on emotional memory

(Roozendaal 2000; Buchanan and Lovallo 2001;

Abercrombie et al. 2003; Maheu et al. 2004).

However, none of these studies specifically referred

to the role of sleep in memory consolidation so that, in

humans at least, memory consolidation was always

tested during daytime wakefulness. Sleep, as an offline

mode of processing characterized by downregulated

sensory inputs, relies on mechanisms basically

different from those subserving memory function

during wakefulness (Stickgold 2005; Born et al.

2006), which may also affect glucocorticoid action.

Interestingly, in most rodent studies glucocorticoids

were administered during daytime which, in contrast

to humans, corresponds to the rest phase in these

animals. The fact that these studies, likewise in

opposition to the effects of glucocorticoids during

sleep in humans, typically revealed memory enhance-

ment after post-learning administration of glucocorti-

coids (for overviews, see, e.g. Lupien and McEwen

1997; De Kloet et al. 1998; Roozendaal 2000), points

to the additional possibility of species-specific influ-

ences of corticosteroids on memory consolidation.

However, to the best of our knowledge the actual

amount of sleep during the consolidation interval has

never been controlled in these animal studies.

Clinically, the finding of specific enhancement of

emotional aspects in sleep-associated memory consoli-

dation with lower cortisol activity seems to be

particularly pertinent to the mechanisms in post-

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), a psychiatric disease

with primary symptoms of hyper-emotionality in

memory, as reflected by intrusive memories, flashbacks

and nightmares (Charney et al. 1993; vanOyen 1997;

Yehuda 2002). These symptoms are thought to reflect a

pathological enhancementof amygdala-mediatedmem-

ory processing in combination with impaired hippo-

campal functioning (van der Kolk 1994; Elzinga and

Bremner 2002; Yehuda 2002). Interestingly, a typical

neurobiological marker in PTSD are distinctly reduced

basal cortisol levels (Mason et al. 1986; Yehuda et al.

1990, 1995; Kanter et al. 2001; Rohleder et al. 2004),

and 24-hours profiles have shown that during sleep this

cortisol reduction is particularly pronounced in the

second half of the night (Yehuda et al. 1996). Moreover,

reductions of SWS were found in PTSD patients in

several studies (Glaubman et al. 1990; Fuller et al. 1994;

Neylanetal. 2003),which likewiseparallels the effects of

metyrapone in our study. Thus, our pattern of

metyrapone-induced effects on sleep and associated

memoryconsolidationprovideausefulmodel for several

features characterizing PTSD and suggest that reduced

cortisol levels, especially during sleep, play a crucial role

for the development of the “overconsolidation” (Pitman

1989) of emotional memories in this disease.

A model of memory consolidation during sleep

There is converging evidence that covert reactivation of

recently acquired memories represents a key mechan-

ism of memory consolidation during sleep. A causative
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role of reactivation during SWS for consolidation of

hippocampus-dependent memories has been recently

demonstrated by Rasch et al. (2007) using odors as

contextual stimuli at learning that were re-exposed

during subsequent sleep. Drawing on this evidence for

a central role of reactivations, the consolidation of

hippocampus-dependent memories during sleep has

been conceptualized in the framework of a dialogue

between neocortex and hippocampus, which also

allows for integrating effects of stress hormones

(Buzsáki 1998; Gais and Born 2004; Born et al.

2006; Figure 4). According to this model, during

wakefulness information to be stored is encoded into

both neocortical and hippocampal networks. The

hippocampus serves as an intermediate buffer which

encodes certain aspects of an experienced event very

quickly but holds this information only temporarily.

During subsequent SWS the newly encoded represen-

tations are repeatedly reactivated in the hippocampus

and, in a coordinate way, also in neocortical networks

(Sutherland and McNaughton 2000; Ji and Wilson

2007). Eventually, this reactivation stimulates a

gradual transfer of the information from hippocampal

to neocortical networks, with the latter serving as long-

term store for the information. Hippocampal memory

reactivation is driven by the slow oscillations (,1 Hz)

that originate from neocortical circuitry and dominate

SWS. In parallel with driving hippocampal memory

reactivation the slow oscillations exert a grouping

influence on thalamo-cortical (10–15 Hz) spindle

activity, which presumably facilitates neuronal plastic

processes within neocortical networks by stimulating

calcium-dependent intracellular mechanisms (Sej-

nowski and Destexhe 2000; Sirota et al. 2003; Mölle

Figure 4. Model of declarative memory consolidation during sleep. During wakefulness information is encoded into neocortical networks

and in part in hippocampal networks (gray arrow). During SWS, newly encoded information in the hippocampus is repeatedly reactivated.

Reactivations are accompanied by hippocampal sharp wave-ripples. They are driven by slow oscillations which originate in neocortical

networks (preferentially in those that were used for encoding at learning) and synchronize hippocampal memory reactivation with the

occurrence of spindle activity in thalamo-cortical circuitry. Hippocampal reactivation stimulates a transfer of the newly encoded information

back to neocortical networks (black arrow). The hippocampal input arriving in synchrony with spindle input at neocortical circuitry can

induce long-term plastic changes selectively at those synapses previously used for encoding, thereby forming a long-term memory of the

information in neocortical networks. High concentrations of cortisol inhibit hippocampal memory reactivation and transfer to neocortex via

activation of GR. Likewise, memory reactivation and transfer is suppressed in the hippocampus with insufficient occupation of MR. The

amygdala enhances hippocampal memory consolidation, depending on the emotional impact of the learning material. As a result of this

amygdalar modulation, emotional material is generally better remembered than neutral material. Whether glucocorticoids affect emotional

memory formation via an influence on amygdalar function or primarily via hippocampal function is not yet clear.
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et al. 2006). Through synchronizing the generation of

thalamic spindle activity and hippocampal memory

reactivation slow oscillations enable that feedback

inputs from these structures (i.e. thalamo-cortical

spindle activity and hippocampo-cortical memory

transfer) arrive at the same time within neocortical

networks. The co-occurrence of these feedback inputs

from thalamus, hippocampus and probably also from

further structures (e.g. locus coeruleus) that are

subjected to the synchronizing influence of the slow

oscillation, might eventually be the factor that

facilitates the formation of longer-term memories

within respective neocortical networks.

Hormones exert an impact mainly on the hippo-

campus to modulate declarative memory consolida-

tion. Cortisol presumably affects hippocampal

reactivation and hippocampo-neocortical memory

transfer by fine-tuning local neuronal excitability and

synaptic potentiation via activation of MR and GR

(Joels et al. 1995). GR activation was found to inhibit

glucose transport into hippocampal neurons and glia

cells, to suppress hippocampal glutamatergic neuro-

transmission and excitatory output from CA1 neurons

of the hippocampus (Horner et al. 1990; De Kloet

et al. 1998, 2005). Predominant activation of GR has

been found to suppress long-term potentiation (LTP)

and primed burst potentiation in hippocampal cells,

but to stimulate long-term synaptic depression and

depotentiation (Pavlides et al. 1995, 1996; Pavlides

and McEwen 1999; Alfarez et al. 2002). Blockade of

GR prolonged maintenance of LTP in hippocampal

dentate gyrus (Korz and Frey 2003; Avital et al.

2006). Together, these data indicate that enhanced

GR activation globally suppresses excitatory neuro-

transmission as well as the induction and maintenance

of LTP within hippocampal circuitry, i.e. conditions

that likely counteract effective reactivation and

transfer of memories to neocortical regions during

sleep. In contrast, activation of MR has been found to

change membrane properties of pyramidal CA1

neurons towards enhanced excitability (Joels and De

Kloet 1992) and to prolong hippocampal LTP (Korz

and Frey 2003). Blockade of MR suppressed the

ability to induce LTP in dentate gyrus (Pavlides et al.

1996; Avital et al. 2006). These data concur with the

view that sufficient activation of high affinity MR in

hippocampal circuitry is a prerequisite for proper

reactivation and transfer of memory during SWS.

Basically the same mechanisms may account for a

glucocorticoid-induced suppression of emotional

memory formation during REM sleep. Consistent

with the view that emotional memories are reactivated

during REM sleep, human imaging studies revealed

increased amygdalar activation during this sleep stage

(Maquet et al. 1996; Nofzinger et al. 1997). Recent

evidence indicates that sleep-dependent consolidation

of emotional memories is associated with a transfer

and shift of the respective neural representations

towards increased involvement of prefrontal cortex

and hippocampus, while amygdalar involvement

declines (Sterpenich et al. 2006). However, little is

known so far about the underlying effects of

corticosteroids on neuronal excitability and synaptic

potentiation in the amygdala (Kavushansky and

Richter-Levin 2006). Our data on metyrapone-

induced effects on emotional memory formation

(Wagner et al. 2005) suggest that cortisol might

suppress the putative processes of memory reactiva-

tion and transfer occurring in the amygdala during

REM sleep in the same way as hippocampal memory

processing during SWS. Another possibility is that the

corticosteroid effect on emotional memory consolida-

tion results from an indirect influence on hippocampal

networks due to an interaction with amygdalar

networks during memory reactivation (Cahill and

McGaugh 1998; Akirav and Richter-Levin 2002; Paz

et al. 2006). According to this view, like activation

during wakefulness, reactivation of the basolateral

amygdala during REM sleep following an emotional

experience feeds into hippocampal networks to

enhance respective memory representations. This

emotional enhancement of hippocampal memories is

counteracted by activation of hippocampal GR due to

elevated levels of cortisol during REM sleep. As

hippocampal portions of the representation per se are

enhanced during SWS (at nadir cortisol concen-

tration), the modulating effects of cortisol during

SWS-rich early and during REM sleep-rich late

sleep would act in concert to support the maintenance

of a declarative memory representation while attenu-

ating its emotional impact.

In conclusion, we propose that stress hormone

regulation influences memory consolidation during

sleep primarily by an action on memory reactivation

occurring in the hippocampus and amygdala during

SWS and REM sleep, respectively. Inasmuch as the

periods of reactivation in sleep share relevant features

with memory reactivation during memory retrieval,

our findings are also consistent with reports of

negative glucocorticoid effects on retrieval processes

(de Quervain et al. 1998, 2000; Kuhlmann et al.

2005). Here, our view that stress hormones critically

influence sleep-associated memory consolidation has

been specifically substantiated with respect to HPA

activity, but needs further validation by extension to

signals of the sympatho-adrenal stress system like

norepinephrine, which is likewise known as a potent

modulator of memory function (McGaugh and

Roozendaal 2002; Southwick et al. 2002). During

SWS, activity of norepinephrine is in between the

levels observed during wakefulness and REM sleep,

where release of catecholamines reaches a minimum

(Dodt et al. 1997; Hobson and Pace-Schott 2002).

Phasic increases in norepinephrine release during

SWS may represent conditions favorable for synaptic

plastic processes presumed to underlying the forma-
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tion of long-term memories in neocortical networks

(Cirelli and Tononi 2000). On the other hand,

suppressed release of catecholamines during REM

sleep might act in concert with increased cortisol

concentrations to counteract a possible overshooting

consolidation of emotional aspects of memory

representations.

Last but not least, it is to be noted that memory

formation represents a more general biological

function that pertains not only to the neurobehavioral

system but also to other systems, like the immune

system, that likewise need to adapt to stressors (in this

case, antigens) in the long-term. Some studies indeed

support the notion that sleep supports immunological

memory formation as well (Lange et al. 2003, 2006;

Dimitrov et al. 2007), and this influence might

likewise depend critically on the regulation of stress

hormones during sleep.
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